Where to EAT and DRINK in Granada

We want all the attendees to the 18th EASP General Meeting to have a pleasant experience in
Granada, also in a culinary way! Here we include some advice about nice bars and cafes to visit.
¡Qué aproveche! (Bon appétit!)
Link to the map with the different spots listed below:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nZwJ9c1l8VbkCMkbQ02ZBahT-e8&usp=sharing

PRIOR PRACTICAL ADVICE
*Please, take into account that Granada’s bars are not usually big. We recommend you to split into
small groups before trying to get a place for twenty people, and to arrive early. As a reference,
most of the bars open between 20:00-20:30 for dinner, being 20:30 the most common hour for
many of them.
**We have selected different places near the city centre and the Conference Venue area, but of
course, there are many more options than the ones presented here. Check Trip Advisor to look for
other options.
***We are suggesting different options depending on attendees’ diverse preferences (less formal
or more formal). Take into account that having dinner at tapas’ bars (the informal way) usually
consists of ordering several rounds of drinks that include in the price a portion of food (tapa), and
maybe also some plates to share (raciones). Some bars offer the clients the option to choose what
they want as a tapa, and other places don’t. In case you attend a bar where tapas are not chosen
and you have any meal restriction (gluten intolerant, vegetarian…etc.) tell the waiter/waitress in
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advance. Unfortunately vegan choices are going to be more limited in a regular bar. At tapas’ bars
you cannot always be sat and usually is not possible to make reservations in advance. Of course, it
is a cheaper way to eat, and it is very typical Grenadian. On the other hand, we have also included
other type of restaurants that are not tapas’ bars. The different places have been marked with €,
€€, €€€, etc., —low, medium, high…—depending on how expensive they are according to
Granada’s prices, and have been divided into categories (traditional, exotic, vegetarian and
vegan…).
****Paying separately in Spain when you are part of a group is nearly impossible. Therefore, make
sure to bring cash when you go out: that will facilitate sharing the bill easily. Paying by credit card
is totally fine at restaurants but not possible at all tapas’ bars (specially when the bill is very low).
Make sure to know the payment options before ordering.

----TRADITIONAL----

This is one of the oldest taverns in town. The family that owns the bar has a long tradition as wine
makers, and the establishment still keeps the classic charm of the first decades of 20th century.
You can come here if you want to taste the real traditional tapas. It’s also a good and cheap place
to have breakfast.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1023045-Reviews-Bodegas_EspadaforGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Tinajilla s/n, 18001

A very typical bar to have a beer or a glass of wine, it is the classic choice around Plaza Nueva. We
would recommend ordering their cold or hot boards, which consist of a variety or cheeses, cold
cuts or tapas. A nice place to try Trevelez hams from the Alpujarras mountains in Granada. Keep in
mind that it is a busy bar.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1501184-Reviews-Bodegas_CastanedaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Almireceros, 1-3, 18010

Another old tavern that is interesting to try for a quick beer, homemade vermouth or local original
wines like Palo Cortao. Recommended as a part of a bar crawl (since you eat standing up, like the
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old style). Try their “croquetas” and “flamenquines” and remember to request your tapa. Don’t be
scared of the used napkins that clients throw on the floor, unfortunately it is a habit that keeps
existing in some old taverns.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1988510-ReviewsBodegas_La_Mancha-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Joaquín Costa, 10, 18010

Specialized in paellas, it is a good place in the city center to enjoy the traditional Spanish ricebased recipes.
SPECIAL OFFER for EASP PARTICIPANTS: you get a free drink of sangria or wine&soda (tinto de
verano) if you have a full meal in Maese Pío (lunch or dinner –min. 2 people)– Make sure they know
you are an “EASP Congress participant” to enjoy this offer!
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d6280616-ReviewsArroceria_Maese_Pio-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Placeta del Pulgar 1, 18001

Located in the city center, el Bar de Fede offers a full range of tapas and plates in a gay-friendly
environment. The place is usually crowed and it is better to go early to find a table.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d3684847-Reviews-El_Bar_de_FedeGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Marques de Falces 1, 18001

This is a tiny gastrobar located in the city center that offers small but tasty tapas. A good place to
have a beer as a part of a bar crawl instead of having a whole meal.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d3783416-ReviewsLa_Loca_de_Gandoca-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Sta. Paula, 19, 18001
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Located near the Cathedral, it is a bar/restaurant specialized in seafood. Enjoy grilled or fried local
fish, seafood paellas or seafood tapas with a drink. They don’t serve big tapas, so we recommend
ordering some plates to share.
SPECIAL OFFER for EASP PARTICIPANTS: At the Pescaito, you’ll be invited to a bottle of “Lolea
Sangría” (valued in 14€ out from this offer) if you spend more than 25€ for a lunch/dinner – Make
sure they know you are an “EASP Conference participant” to enjoy this offer!
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d7607614-ReviewsEl_Pescaito_de_Carmela-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Marqués de Gerona, 12, 18001

Very cosy place, with good variety of "tapas" and wines. The service is very friendly and attentive.
You can enjoy high quality homemade food. It is not near the Conference Venue, but it is a good
option if you are visiting the city centre.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d10247789-Reviews-TocatejaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Trinidad 8, 18001

The newest of the three local tapas bars owned by the same family that serves fried fish (“pescaíto
frito”) and a very cold beer. The “ración” (plate) of deep fried prawns is their most famous
specialty. Consider in advance that it is not a quiet place to go.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d4026825-Reviews-Los_DiamantesGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Plaza Nueva, 13, 18009

Very small, old fashioned bar, next to Plaza Nueva, a funny and ideal place for a quick beer (or two)
and a “tapa”. They serve excellent fried fish. It is often crowded and clients usually take their drinks
in the street.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1631450-Reviews-Bar_Casa_JulioGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
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Calle Hermosa 5, 18010

Another traditional bar for a quick beer and a tapa. Famous for serving a very big “croqueta”.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1004437-Reviews-Los_ManuelesGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Reyes Católicos, 61, 18009

Open in 1836, it was as a grocery store for more than 100 years. One day, the owner decided to
serve wine and bits of ham to customers while waiting their turn, and then the bar was born. Small,
intimate and cozy location where to enjoy a beer or a glass of wine. Specialized in cold cuts, cheese
and grocery products.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d4830166-Reviews-La_TrastiendaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Plaza de Cuchilleros, 11, 18009

A genuine small tavern in Granada, with hundreds of different wines. Here you can taste those
made in the winery Calvente, our local pride. Tapa is not chosen in here and is not big either, so we
encourage you to choose from their wide offer of cheese and cold meat.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d2479203-ReviewsCasa_de_Vinos_La_Brujidera-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Monjas del Carmen, 2, 18009

Small charming bar located in Realejo neighbourhood. It doesn’t offer a sophisticated range of
tapas, but their sandwiches (“bocadillos”) are a good and cheap option for dinner.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d3874410-Reviews-Bar_CandelaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Sta. Escolástica, 9, 18009
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A traditional tavern with amazing wines and a very nice atmosphere. It is very small, so we
recommend arriving before it opens (20:30). Tapa is not chosen but they always serve good quality
local products (e.g.,meat cuts).
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d3174950-Reviews-Taberna_La_TanaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Virgen del Rosario 11 Bajo, Corner of Placeta del Agua, 18009

A wide variety of traditional Andalusian dishes are offered in this restaurant located at the city
centre. An expensive but famous place in Granada.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1004475-Reviews-ChikitoGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Plaza Campillo 9, 18009

A small traditional bar that offers a nice space to have a drink. We recommend you to take a taste
of their homemade vermouth in the late afternoon.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d5504809-Reviews-Taberna_GranadosGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Carrera de la Virgen, 44, 18005

Typical bar to try “jamón asado” (roast ham). It gets crowded easily, so arrive early. Not a fancy
place at all but interesting to try. They offer “tapa extra”, which allows you to eat a tapa and pay
for it separately at a cheaper price, because it doesn’t include a drink [*If you like the idea, check
the extra tapa options in many other bars].
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1631456-Reviews-Bar_AvilaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Verónica de la Virgen, 16, 18005

Charming tavern that serves a delicious “tinto de verano” (red wine with soda) and not huge but
good quality tapas. It gets full of people easily, so we would encourage you to arrive early.
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https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d4065905-Reviews-Bodega_Los_TintosGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle San Isidro, 23, 18005

Located between the city centre and the Conference Venue, and just next to “Los tintos”. Having
about three rounds of drinks, you will be more than satisfied since the “tapas” include a good
amount of high quality food. The place is not very large and get crowded easily, so it would be a
nice idea to arrive early.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d3702337-Reviews-Casa_MolGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle San Isidro 11, 18005

This is a good option if you are looking to stay close to the Conference Venue area. It is a popular
brewery in Granada, where you can find more than 70 brands of beer and a variety of 30 "tapas"
(we would recommend ordering their famous hot dog). A variety of à la carte dishes are also
available. Although the site is not small, and also has a large terrace, it gets full of people easily so
we would encourage you to arrive early.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d6696450-Reviews-Rhin_BarrilGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Callejón Arenas 6, 18005

Gourmet hamburgers are the specialty of the house. Innovative recipes inspired by cuisine from
around the world and using high quality ingredients. For many people, these are the best burgers
in Granada.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d2098704-ReviewsSancho_Casual_Burger-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Tejeiro 20, 18005

Located close to the Conference Venue, it offers you a menu full of Granada flavor and traditional
local recipes. Options for gluten free dishes.
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SPECIAL OFFER for EASP PARTICIPANTS: At the Cuchara, you’ll be invited to a bottle of “Lolea
Sangría” (valued in 14€ out from this offer) if you spend more than 25€ for a lunch/dinner – Make
sure they know you are an “EASP Conference participant” to enjoy this offer!
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d7747553-ReviewsLa_Cuchara_de_Carmela-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Paseo de los Basilios, 1, 18008

----FUSION/ EXOTIC----

Lebanese food in the city centre in a not luxury but comfortable place. “Chicken pastela moruna” is
one of their recommended dishes.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1996293-Reviews-SamarkandaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Caldereria Vieja, 3, 18010

Located on the middle of calle Elvira, this place offers a full selection of tapas which included
Indian, Moroccan or Mediterranean food. The place also offers vegan and gluten free tapas.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d2353414-Reviews-Babel_World_FusionGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Elvira, 40, 18010

An interesting option of fusion cuisine. It is located in Plaza Bib-Rambla, surrounded by a lot of
other mediocre restaurants. It offers food service from 12:00 to 24:00. Their gintonics are really
good.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d4094198-Reviews-SibariusGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Plaza de Bib-Rambla, 20, 18001
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Interesting food and atmosphere in the neighbourhood of Realejo. They serve modern cuisine with
good quality products and very interesting plates to share.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d7827765-Reviews-Picoteca_3ManerasGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Santa Escolástica, 19, 18009

Good and simple wine bar for an informal dinner. Tapas are not sophisticated but original.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d2490070-Reviews-Saint_GermainGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Postigo Velutti, 4, 18001

One of the best things of Meridional is its’ terrace. Plaza Romanilla is a very nice spot to have a
beer at the end of the day. There are always people around the bar waiting to be attended. Tapas
are exotic and cannot be chosen. They also offer nice plates to share (“raciones”) at cheap prices.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d4275008-Reviews-Ojo_MeridionalGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Plaza Romanilla, 31, 18001

A nice atmosphere and a good option in case you want to order some food (it isn’t the best place
for tapas). Their daily menu of 12.5 € from Monday to Friday is usually a good value for the money.
Creative dishes and vegetarian options.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1208823-ReviewsRestaurante_Botanico_Cafe-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Málaga, 3, 18001

)
Get surprised by the quality of the tapas served here, cooked by the person that has recently won
the price of Granachef 2017. We would recommend to have a couple of drinks (tapa is included but
you cannot choose it) and also order some plates to share (raciones). Beautiful atmosphere and
decoration too.
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https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d8367242-Reviews-La_MilagrosaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Jáudenes 1, Corner of Plaza de la Alhóndiga, 18001

One of the trendiest bars in Granada at the moment. Interesting environment and decoration with
life concerts almost every day. It needs to be said that they don’t serve the biggest or the best
tapas, but the burgers are tasty and have a good price. Good option for breakfast too, as well as for
not eating but just having a beer at night.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d10109542-Reviews-Lemon_Rock_BarGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Montalbán, 6, 18002

This modest bar offers an exotic selection of homemade tapas. The secret is the Angolan cook
Anna, who displays in her kitchen a multicultural range of specialties, from “Piri-piri” pork stew to
chicken in coconut sauce. You can choose from a variety of tapas.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1652441-Reviews-Bar_PoeGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Verónica de la Magdalena 40, 18002

A bar with Moroccan and Mediterranean food, tapas are small but the taste is good. The place is
small, so it’s difficult to get a table for many people. Appropriate for small groups, arrive early!
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d2097099-Reviews-Om_KalsumGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Jardines, 17, 18002

Are you looking for some sushi in Granada? If so, then AISUSHI offers high quality Japanese food,
for a decent price and served in a stylish place near the city centre.
SPECIAL OFFER for EASP PARTICIPANTS: Conference participants get a 10% discount, just
mention the promotion code: EASP2017.
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https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d7346920-Reviews-Aisushi_RestauranteGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Arabial 54, 18003

The restaurant is located at the city centre, inside the charming hotel “Villa Oniria”. It offers a
tasting menu considered by many people as exquisite, with a reasonable price too.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d4587160-Reviews-La_FabulaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
San Antón 28, 18005

Located at the top of a building, this restaurant with glass walls offers stunning views and high
quality food. The recommendation is to try one of their tasting menus (at around 60€, they are a
good value!).
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d2716310-Reviews-Alvaro_ArriagaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Centro Cultural Avenida Ciencia No. 2, 18006

----ALBAYZÍN AREA----

Eating tapas in Albayzin could be tricky. Unfortunately many of the bars offer a poor quality and
are dedicated to tourists. This place is one of the best choices with good prices and quality. We
would suggest ordering first a couple of rounds of drinks (which are served with tapa) and then
several plates to share (raciones). It is possible to make reservations.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d2708735-ReviewsCasa_Manolo_Torcuato-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Pagés, 31, 18010

When you take a look at the portraits and press cuts on the walls you can realize the much the
neighbourhood love this historical place. It takes is name from the “morisco” house on the upper
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floor, where the Grenadian poet Pedro Soto de Rojas lived. You will not find a place to seat, but the
first round of “tapa” is often their specialty and a must: “migas”.
https://restaurantguru.com/Los-Mascarones-Granada
Calle Pagés, 18, 18010

Another option to have tapas at the Albayzín, this time with a more alternative and bohemian
atmosphere. The best of the bar is their Andalusian patio. Free WI-FI.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d2708735-ReviewsCasa_Manolo_Torcuato-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Horno del Hoyo 17, 18010

A restaurant of traditional Spanish food that also offers a nice picture of the Alhambra just in front.
Make sure you make a reservation with view outside (even better, ask if you can get the balcony
area when booking!)
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d984436-ReviewsMirador_de_Morayma-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Pianista Garcia Carrillo 2, Albayzin 18010

The views (with the Alhambra just in front) are one of the most valuable things that this restaurant
offers. It needs to be said that it is considered a little overpriced by some people.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1070398-ReviewsEl_Huerto_de_Juan_Ranas-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Callejón Atarazana 6 y 8 , Albayzin, Mirador de San Nicolás, 18010

Same (fantastic) views of the Alhambra and Mediterranean food. Recommended by many
customers.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1740628-ReviewsCarmen_de_Aben_Humeya-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Cuesta de las Tomasas 12, Albayzin, 18010
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Phenomenal views of the Alhambra and good food are the combination that offers this well rated
restaurant according to many clients. Have a wonderful time while having dinner as the darkness
falls.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1550403-ReviewsCarmen_Mirador_de_Aixa-Granada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Carril de San Agustin 2, 18010

----VEGAN----

Being vegan can be hard in Spain, with all that jamón and greasy tapas around you. In HICURI they
believe in a vegan style of life and offer a daily vegan menu for 12,50 € (starter, two dishes, a drink
and dessert included). Homemade tofu, seitan, and natural juices are their specialties.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d3162226-Reviews-Hicuri_Art_VeganGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Santa Escolástica 12, 18009

Vegetarian and vegan options with ecologic products in the city centre, in a nice atmosphere. They
also serve craft beer.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d10058149-Reviews-Al_LaurelGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Laurel de las Tablas, 16, 18002

Vegan and gluten free food, with the background music playing of a piano.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d10723576-Reviews-El_PianoGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle Santiago, 2, 18009
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Tapas’ bar for vegans at a cheap price. Customer’s recommendations: oat burger, “Ojú wrap of
omelette and avocado” and “el ojureño” tapa. The zucchini and chocolate cake is a must.
Remember to check the tapas from the chalkboard behind the counter, they are not in the menu.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d7646322-Reviews-El_OjuGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Calle General Narváez, 4, 18002

Little vegan restaurant near Arco de Elvira with a nice atmosphere. The open kitchen allows you to
see how they cook.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1205507-Reviews-Restaurante_PaprikaGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Cuesta Abarqueros 3, 18010

The very first vegetarian restaurant in Granada is located less than ten minutes away, by foot, from
the Conference Venue. It has vegan options too. Free WI-FI.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d1004385-Reviews-RaicesGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Callejón Pablo Picasso 30, 18006

----BREAKFAST AND COFFEE TIME----

This is the classic place to have some churros (like a cane shaped doughnuts). While enjoying your
cup of hot chocolate, have a look to the sculpture in the square. It pays homage to Mariana Pineda,
a Grenadian woman executed for political reasons in 19th century. She has become a symbol of the
struggle for freedom.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d3730041-Reviews-Futbol_CafeGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Plaza Mariana Pineda, 18009
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This is another institution of churros in Granada. Try them with a hot chocolate, a combo that is
their speciality. Enjoy the terrace early in the morning. We don’t recommend it for lunch or dinner.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d7144297-Reviews-Churreria_AlhambraGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
Plaza Bib-Rambla 27, 18001

This coffee bar is a nice option for breakfast, since they serve good toasts and have different types
of milk, everything at a good price. It also has Wi-Fi connection.
https://www.tripadvisor.es/Restaurant_Review-g187441-d8288653-Reviews-Siete_GatosGranada_Province_of_Granada_Andalucia.html
(The website is from the other café they have in Carril del Picón 22, 18002, which is identical)
Calle San Antón, 85, 18005
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